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CHAPTER I
THE CORE CURRICULUM
An Experiment in Secondary Education
Introduction to the core curriculum ,-- It is the pur-
pose of the author to present data concerning a movement
in education which, although still in the experimental
stages, is receiving greatly increased attention from
educators and which may prove to be one way of helping
to meet the ever-changing demands placed on or made of
education. This experimental movement in education is
termed the core curriculum.
The core-curriculum programs which are functioning
in the various schools and school systems throughout the
nation are quite varied in their scope, method, and or-
ganization. The data concerning the many core curriculums
was obtained through correspondence with the administrators
of significant core-type programs and by the survey-ques-
tionnaire method. The information and findings concerning
the outstanding core experiments conducted in many schools
of this nation are presented.
Research was conducted to determine the particular
schools or school systems in which core-curriculum
- 1 -
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experiments are being conducted. Various indices were
used to secure information concerning the publications con-
cerning this subject. All references were examined and
certain data were recorded. Letters were sent to the
authors of the published articles and also to the super-
intendent of schools of the school system or systems
referred to in the articles. Principals of the specific
schools in which core was being tried were also contacted
by letter. Also, letters were sent to the commissioners
of education or state superintendents of those states in
which any school system was reported to be experimenting
with a core plan or similar type plan.
Thirty-five letters were sent in which information
and copies of illustrative materials were requested.
Twenty-eight replies or eighty per cent were received and
sample or illustrative materials were received in nine-
teen cases.
Survey questionnaires were sent to nineteen educators
who had reported some type of core or closely related ex-
periment. Sixty-eight per cent of these were completed
and returned.
Interpretations of Core Curriculum
Differences in conceptions of core .— There are many
types of core- curriculum organization in the secondary
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schools of this country.—
^
"The results of a questionnaire sent to curriculum
specialists and core course teachers in selected secon-
dary schools of the nation clearly indicate that gfneral
education is the major purpose for which the core course
is put into operation. Seventy-six per cent of the teach-
ers checked general education as a major objective of the
core course and eighty-two per cent of these say that they
are cutting across subject matter fields in their teaching
of the core course. These eighty-two per cent believe
that they are planning their core course work in terms of
pupil activities and life problems."
Because of the variety of organizational plans and
procedures connected with core programs, confusion may be
present in the conceptions held currently concerning the
meaning of core. A knowledge of the various definitions
and the corresponding concepts is basic to an understand-
ing of the core curriculum.
Common definitions of the core curriculum.— The dic-
tionary defines core as "the heart or innermost part of
anything," and defines curriculum as "a prescribed regular
course of study in a school."
Definitions given to the core curriculum by educators
are given below along with the source of the definition
in certain cases.
1. That part of the curriculum which is required of
a 1 1 students constitutes the core.
Every high school or secondary school which has
certain required courses (required of every student) is
ITwT Melvin Strong, "General Education in the Core Course,"
Clearing Hous e. December, 1944.
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Ioperating a type of core curriculum though there may be
no attempt to correlate subjects or to show any subject
relationships. Throughout the history of modern education
this type of program has been present.
2 . The core course is that double-period course,
taught by a single teacher, cutting across subject matter
lines (Social Living or Basic Course) and stressing "areas
of life activity” rather than single subjects placing
special emphasis on individual differences in interests,
needs, maturation and special abilities.— Dr. W. Melvin
Strong, Director, Youth Activities, Huntington Beach High
School, Huntington Beach, California.
3. That part of the curriculum which deals with the
personal and social problems of youth without regard to
subject matter lines is the core.-- Alabama Curriculum
Bulletin No. 7.
4. Our core program is based upon the present and
future possible needs of our pupils, is directed toward
helping them solve their present day problems, is related
to their interests in every possible way, and makes pro-
vision for the learning experience that we feel should be
common for all pupils. It cuts across subject matter lines,
and absorbs many of the guidance, extra-curricular, and
routine business activities of the school.— Harford County^
Bel Air, Maryland.
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*5. The core curriculum is a functional program of
instruction that will be based upon large areas of life
activities rather than upon highly separated subject-
matter courses.
6. The core curriculum is an experiment in democratic
learning. It is that part of a general education program
which should be included in the experience of every Amer-
ican child. Core studies cut across subject fields and
may consider problems or areas that lie in several tradi-
tional fields of scholarship.— Dr. Charles MacConnell
,
Director, New School, Evanston, Illinois.
7. Core curriculum would consist of all units in
core activities plus a core course also organized on the
unit basis in each grade. The term Core Activities is
applied to that part of the unit assignment in which it
is expected that most pupils
—
perhaps all pupils—will
engage directly at some time, in some way, and to some
extent. An element of choice is intended, however, even
in these core activities, if no more than choice as to
how or when a given task may be performed.— Dr. Roy 0.
Billett, School of Education, Boston University.
8. A pupil’s definition of "core”--”Core is well,
I think it should be a vest pocket edition of democracy.”
New School, Evanston Township High School, Evanston,
Illinois
.
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9. The core curriculum is that part of the total
school experience which is planned to meet the needs of
the pupils which are common to all.-- Virginia Core Curric-
ulum.
10. The core curriculum is a curriculum providing
a common body of learning experiences basic for all pu-
pils.-- Midwood High School, Brooklyn, New York.
Dr. Harold Alberty of Ohio State University in his
Analysis of Current Conceptions of the Core Curriculum
in the American High School lists the following concep-
tions concerning the core curriculum:
A. The core consists of a number of logically or-
ganized subjects or fields of knowledge each one of which
is taught independently.
B. The core consists of a number of logically or-
ganized subjects or fields of knowledge which are
correlated
.
C. The core consists of broad problems, units of
work, or unifying themes which are chosen because they
afford the means of teaching effectively the basic con-
tent of certain subjects or fields of knowledge. These
subjects or fields retain their identity, but the con-
tent is selected and taught with special reference to
the unit.
D. The core consists of a number of subjects or
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fields of knowledge which are unified or fused. Usually
one subject or field (e.g., history) serves as the uni-
fying center.
E. The core consists of broad preplanned problem
areas or resource units which are selected in terms of the
psycho-biological and social needs, problems, and interests
of students.
F. The core consists of broad teacher-student plan-
ned units of work or activities in terms of the expressed
wishes or desires of the group. No basic curriculum
structure is established.
Purpose of core curriculum .— The general purpose
of the core curriculum plan and the need for a plan which
will bring about needed changes in the objectives of the
secondary school is well stated,—^ as follows:
"The movement to break the mechanization of the
school has made considerable progress at the elementary-
school level. In many secondary schools, however, only
feeble beginnings have been made in the development of
an organization that makes friendly understanding of
pupil and pupil, or of pupil and teacher, easy and nat-
ural. That this is so is largely due to the fact that a
foundation of healthy social living for every student has
not been viewed as a major objective of the school. Con-
sequently the tendency has been to give less and less
emphasis to those phases of the program that make friend-
liness an outstanding characteristic of the school’s
relations with every pupil.
The past ten years have, however, witnessed a new
beginning at making social living an integral part of the
secondary-school program. The introduction of core courses,
classes in social living, "common learnings" courses, and
ji/schools For ~A New Wor ld. Twenty-Fifth Yearbook, American
Association of School Administrators. 'Washington, D.C.,
February, 1947.
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*the like represents a recognition of the fundamental inter-
relatedness of learning and living in a friendly, under-
standing environment. This movement makes more natural
the friendly, social living of pupil and pupil. It encour-
ages an interest in the development of understanding of
pupils on the part of teachers. It recognizes the develop-
ment of attitudes toward living with others as a fundamental
part of education."
In an address, the Commissioner of Education for the
United States pointed out the significance of a curric-
ulum organized around large areas of life activity.—^ He
said:
"Educational leaders who are giving special attention
to the study of activities that should be included in the
school programs are pointing to the need for a functional
program of instruction that will be based upon large areas
of life activities rather than upon highly separated sub-
ject matter courses. These large areas, of which an
important one should be vocational life, would constitute
the core of the curriculum in which the present school
subjects would be merged and integrated."
In the succeeding chapters, a detailed description
of outstanding core curriculum programs is given.
J/lohn W. Studebaker, "education For The Eighty-Fiver Per
Cent," American Voca tional Education Journal
,
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CHAPTER II
CORE CURRICULUM EXPERIMENTS
FOR
GRADES SEVEN TO TWELVE INCLUSIVE
The Core Plan at Central High School, Florence, Alabama
(Lauderdale County)
Major goals of core .-- "The core activities are
concerned with the personal and social problems of the
pupils living in their communities as they are affected
by the larger environment of state, region, nation, and
world. ,?.i/ These are divided into major areas of living
such as Recreation, Production and Consumption, Transport-
ation and Communication, Citizenship, and Home life.
Scope of core .-- School subjects included in the
core are health and physical education at the grade seven
and eight levels; English, social studies, civics, health
and physical education in grade ten; English, social
studies. United States history, health and physical edu-
cation in grade eleven, and English, social studies,
sociology, economics, health and physical education at
the grade twelve level.
V State of Alabama Course of Study Bulletin, 1941
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One-hundred per cent of the students of grades seven
through twelve participate in the core program. One-third
of the time allotment of the school day, approximately 110
minutes daily, is devotea to the core curriculum.
Training of teachers for core .-- The total faculty of
Central High School numbers twenty-eight. Of this total,
nine teachers are engaged in core work. These teachers
received their training in core procedures through one or
more of the following methods: (1) workshop courses for
teachers, (2) educational consultants, (3) in-service
training, and (4) extension sourses.
Content of core courses .-- The courses were organized
around the outlined plan set forth in the State of Alabama
Curriculum Bulletin.1/ This State plan for a suggested
core program is explained in detail in chapter six of this
thesis
.
Criteria for Evaluating the Core Program
Methods of evaluating and reporting pupil progress . --
The methods of evaluating the results of core teaching are
many. The following methods are used by core teachers of
Central High School:
(1) standard written tests
(2) teachers' own written tests
i/ Alabama Curriculum Bulletin, Number Seven, Planning the
Core Curriculum in the Secondary School .
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(3) oral tests
(4) teacher observation
(5) teacher-pupil conferences
(6) pupils’ self evaluation
(7) class evaluation of pupils' progress
(8) oral reports by pupils
A report card is used to indicate pupil progress.
Marks given are either S or U . S indicates habits being
satisfactorily developed, or the pupil is doing the best
work he can. U indicates habits needing improvement, or
the student is not doing the best work he can.
Achievements or shortcomings of core courses .-- It is
reported by school officials that very little real core
work is being carried on at present which is probably due
to the emergency in education or the shortage of teachers
trained for this work.
The Core Curriculum, University Laboratory School
University of Ohio State
Major goals of experiment .-- An attempt is made to
provide those educational experiences through which boys
and girls can come to understand and meet their needs,
extend and enrich their interests, and solve life problems
in a way consistent with a democratic philosophy.
An attempt has been made to meet the needs common to
most children and of the social group, as well as those
V.
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which are unique to individual students.
Aims or objectives in achieving goal .-- (1) Through
the use of problems, organized into units, and through the
provision of learning experiences as attempt is made to
meet the common problems, needs, ana interests of the young
people in terms of the philosophy and purposes of the
school. (2) Experiences are provided with the aim of de-
veloping in the student such things as social sensitivity,
cooperativeness, ability and zeal to use intelligence, and
creativeness. (5) Activities related to school organiza-
tion are furnished. (4) Immediate problems of group living
are included, such as dances, service projects, and class
finances. (5) Opportunity is present for freedom in the
selection of experiences in areas such as science, arts,
physical education, social science, and mathematics. (6)
A major aim is to improve the guidance and counseling pro-
gram. (7) A free reading and free writing program is to
be included.
Scope of the core .-- The core program is required of
all students in grades seven through twelve inclusive and
an allowance of time periods is made according to the
curriculum responsibilities at the particular grade level.
Grades seven, eight, and nine are now given three hours
per day, and grade ten is given two hours daily to devote
to core.
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Problem areas.-- The problem areas are listed, below
and are grouped to show the area of living with which they
are associated. From these individual and social problem
areas, the core groups select their learning units (A
learning unit is the aspect of the problem area which is
the actual work undertaken in the classroom) . Resource
files are prepared for the problem areas and are available
to the teachers for the planning of learning units. The
resource file includes: (1) card index files (2) problem
area folders (3) files for materials.
Personal living problems
(1) Understanding My Body (required in grade seven)
(2) What are My Beliefs and How Are They Formed?
(3) Hobbies in Which I Could Become Interested or
Proficient
.
(4) How Can I Develop My Personality? How Can I
Look My Best?
(5) How Should I Manage My Personal Affairs?
Personal- -Social
(1) How Can Recreation Contribute to My Social
Growth?
(2) Problems of Living in University School (requir-
ed in the seventh grade).
(3) Problems of Living in My Home.
(4) What Organizations in the Community Should I be
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Interested in?
Social- -Civic- -Economic
(1) How Do People in Other Countries Live?
(2) How Do People Communicate Ideas to One Another?
(3) How Do People Earn a Living in Columbus?
(4) How Does Columbus Protect Its People?
(5) How Is Columbus Governed and What Are the Civic
Problems of Columbus?
(6) How Is Columbus Housed?
(7) How Is Recreation Supplied to the People of
Columbus?
(8) What Rinds of People Live in Columbus?
(9) What Are the Natural Resources of Ohio?
(10) What Kinds of People Live in Ohio?
Learning Units *-- The learning unit is the means
through which experiences are provided and understandings
and appreciations attained. The learning units taught in
the core classes are derived from preplanned problem areas
These problem areas are organized under three areas of liv
ing: personal (problems related to growing up), personal-
social (problems related to living with others), and
social--civic--economic (problems of living in and under-
standing society) . The core group is required to s elect
at least one unit from each of the three areas of living.
Organization of core program .-- A core counselor is
.,
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in charge of each core group. Assistance is given the
counselor in two ways . First, special area instructors
on the grade staff (arts, music, science, etc.) assist by
teaching the core group or advising the counselor.
Second, resource files have been and are built by the
core counselors and grade staff for each problem area.
These help in furnishing valuable materials for the study
of the units.
The common problems for grades ten, eleven, and
twelve have not been defined or listed by the faculty.
It is the responsibility of teacher-- student planning to
establish and develop problems. The tenth grade schedule
includes required classes in English and biology.
One of the most important responsibilities of the
core teacher is the counseling and guidance program for
the grade. The personal, social, and educational growth
and development of the student is the concern of the
counselor. The amount of time which the counselor has
with the group and the wide variety of situations and
activities of the group witnessed by the counselor great-
ly assist him in knowing the student more intimately. At
the tenth graae, the counselor has core class one hour
per day, but has the group in a required class also which
provides two hours of contact with the group. The
eleventh and twelfth grade counselors have six hours a
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week of contact with the same students, four in required
class and two in core. The need for counseling in
guidance is discovered in the contacts. Conferences are
arranged at other times.
The counselor also serves as chairman of the grade
faculty and is responsible for seeing to the exchange of
information about the problems of students and the inte-
gration of faculty effort in meeting them.
The special area teachers are available for direct
participation in core activities whenever a particular
learning situation requires the knowledges and skills of
the specialist. Also, the special teachers contribute to
the building of resource files and in the general plan-
ning and evaluation of the learning experiences.
Evaluation of the core course .-- Continuous evaluation
is made by pupils and teachers of the value and success-
fulness of the work undertaken. The following achievements
or outcomes were attained:
(1) the core counselor became thoroughly acquainted
with the individual students in the group. This made it
easier to help students with individual or group problems.
(2) students came to understand that each unit must
be broad in order to provide profitable learning experi-
ences .
(5) a realization that emphasis should probably be
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placed on the personal part of the learning unit for
grades seven, eight, and nine to give the unit
est and meaning rather than on the social part
more inter-
of the unit.
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The weaknesses in the experiment evidence by the
observed achievements were:
(1) Many difficulties were encountered writh the
resource files.
(a) One weakness was the failure on the part
of the teachers in keeping the resource files
up-to-date
.
(b) Core teachers have not acquired sufficient
techniques to build good resource files.
(c) Core teachers met difficulties in teaching
students to keep accurate, up-to-date records of
materials used.
(d) Core teachers failed to enlist the aid
of the grade staffs (teachers & specialists) in
building resource files.
(2) The unit lists are in need of enrichment, con-
solidation, rephrasing, and pegging at required grade
levels
.
(3) More frequent staff meetings are necessary.
(4) More attention is needed to the feasibility of
free choice experiences in all areas.
Evaluation of pupil progress .-- The core counselors
kept student records and a running account of the work of
each grade
.
Sociometric scales were constructed for each grade.
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An evaluation committee recommended, student records
which were kept up-to-date for each grade
.'
CHAPTER III
CORE -CURRICULUM EXPERIMENTS
IN
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE INCLUSIVE
The Core Experiment at
New School, Evanston Township High School,
Evanston, Illinois
Inauguration of the experiment .— The core experiment
at New School was announced in 1937. A section of the
Township High School, with an enrolment capacity of about
250, was set aside for core. Parents participated in the
planning of the New School program. A Parent Planning
Committee and a Committee on Parent Education were formed
to help guide the program.
Scope and purpose of the core clan .— The core cur-
riculum is compulsory for all students in grades 9-12.
The New School core studies were built around English,
sciences, and the social studies, but it developed that
English and the social studies or the humanities formed
the core. The sciences continued to be taught in the
traditional classes.
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The purpose of the core program at New School is as
follows
"The purpose of core studies in the New School may
he stated as an attempt to develop citizens who will lead
satisfactory personal lives and at the same time contrib-
ute, each according to his own ability, to the development
of American democracy."
The emphasis is on the acquisition of skills, atti-
tudes, experiences, and backgrounds desirable for demo-
cratic living rather than on mastery of subject matter.—
^
"It has been said that social science is the subject
matter; English, the medium; science, the method; and the
development of democracy, the purpose."
The New School student takes core and two other sub-
jects. A core period consists of two 45-niinute periods
divided by a short intermission. The average student
takes four subjects but the New School student devotes
half his time to core, and the two subjects he takes in
addition occupy the balance of his school time.
Core classes are purposely kept small, averaging
25 students.
The a ims ojr objectives in core . —
(1) reflective and critical thinking (learning to
plan, learning to solve problems, learning to evaluate
and develop a scale of values, tastes, and appreciations)
(2) basic skills in learning and in expression
1 /
—
^ Ned i^aron Bush, "A Departure in Education"
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(3) social adjustment
(4) mastery of subject matter
C ontent of the core course .-- It was reported that
five teachers of a total school faculty of one-hundred
and thirty-five teach the core. These teachers engaged
in core teaching were prepared in some cases through a
summer workshop course and non-the-job n training. It is
reported that the decision as to what shall be studied
is left to the teacher and pupils. In other words, there
are no predetermined units. Often, as much as two weeks
of discussion is needed before a working outline of the
work is developed. There is a great amount of freedom
in planning and in subject matter. The steps in the
selection of areas for study are:
(1) group preliminary survey
(2) discussion of ideas and plans
(3) group decision of where to start
(4) group organization of large area into smaller
fields
.
Core classes make several trips during the year to
visit places which have a bearing on the current problems
being studied.
Evaluation of the Core Curriculum of New School
Evaluation by parents .— In reply to questionnaires,
parents reported that the core program did the following
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for their children:
(1) encouraged independent thinking
(2) developed leadership qualities
(3) taught individual responsibility
(4) created individual initiative
(5) caused children to think of school experience
in actual living instead of being looked upon as mere
preparation for liTe.
(6) fostered self-measurement rather than abstract
grade measurement.
(7) developed in the child the ability to accept,
without rancor, fair criticism given by fellow students.
Criter ia used for evaluation of core . — The fo 1 1ow ing
methods of evaluating pupil progress were reported:
(1) standard written tests
(2) teachers* own tests
(3) teacher observation
(4) teacher-pupil conferences
*(5) pupils’ self evaluation
A. held at end of each semester and of a
voluntary nature.
*(6) class evaluation of pupils’ progress
A. student takes place in front of class
for kindly, constructive criticism. The core
group secretary makes summaries of the personal
*most used criteria
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eva luations
.
*(7) oral reports by pupils
A. students question the reporter at conclusion
of report.
B. student chairman selects a student to be
the evaluator.
C. evaluator leads a discussion concerning
the worth and nature of the material in the report
as well as the organization and presentation of
the report.
Evaluation of progress of New School graduates . --
Eighty-seven college instructors of New School graduates
reported on their general scholastic attainments as
follows
:
Eleven college instructors said that New School grad-
uates were among their best students.
Twenty instructors rated students above average.
Twenty-eight instructors ranked graduates as average.
Sixteen instructors graded graduates as below average
Method of reporting pupil progress .-- The report con-
cerning the growth or achievement of core students is in
the form of a letter written by the core teacher. Marks
from the regular school subjects are reported.
Disadvantages of New School training reported by
student s . -- The following weaknesses were reported by core
*most used criteria
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graduates
:
(1) they did not know English grammar and mechanics
as well as the professors required.
(2) some felt that they should have had more guid-
ance in how to study.
(3) some said they had insufficient practice in
writing themes.
(4) a few wished they had more English literature.
(5) two reported they did not know how to take
notes
.
(6) one wished for more preparation in taking
examinations
.
The director and staff still regard New School as
experimental although the program has been operating for
about eleven years.
The Core Curriculum Experiment
at
Edwin Denbjr High School
Detroit, Michigan
Ma.jor goals of the c ore program .-- The major goals
of the core course at Edwin Denby High School are certain
citizenship abilities which are considered desirable and
which might be called "common learnings for citizens in
a democracy, such as the ability to work together in
groups, to think cooperatively, and to utilize recognized
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techniques and procedures in discussing and attempting to
solve problems.”
Aims or o b .jective s in a chieving ma.ior goals . -- In-
cluded in the aims of this course are:
(1) the development within students of the ability
to think and work cooperatively with others in the solu-
tion of common problems.
(2) the development of the ability to utilize the
best techniques for solving problems.
(3) to provide students with a real opportunity to
learn and practice the skills and techniques of democratic
citizenship.
(4) better guidance for students
(5) improved human relations
Nature of the core experiment.-- No attempt is made
to combine or correlate groups of subjects. The prime
objective at Denby is citizenship ability and not subject-
matter or knowledge as such. The experiment is based on
certain assumptions concerning the skills and techniques
which should be practiced to develop within students the
more desirable citizenship abilities. A basis of these
assumptions is that the primary concern of citizens in a
democratic society is to isolate the problems for adequate
study and consideration, and to arrive at wise and equit-
able decisions concerning them. The skills and techniques
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which must be developed to prepare an individual to partic-
ipate efficiently in democratic action are:
(1) the ability to think cooperatively with one’s
associates
.
(2) the ability to work cooperatively with others
in the solution of problems.
(3) the ability to utilize the best techniques for
solving problems.
At Edward Denby, they believe that an education which
requires a real opportunity to learn and practice the
skills and techniques of democratic citizenship is a ne-
cessity if one is to be prepared adequately to partici-
pate in democratic action. Studying about the nature of
government and the problems of a democracy is insufficient
and inadequate training for citizenship in a democracy.
The core-curriculum experiment was inaugurated at
Denby High School in 1940 and is still considered to be
in the experimental stage. English and social studies
were the subjects of the ’’standard” curriculum replaced
with the core.
The method of core teaching employed is one in which
opportunities are arranged for pupils to work in situations
which can realize the purposes which seem fundamental to
the education of an individual in a democracy, namely,
cooperative thinking and working, and the ability to solve
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problems when they arise. Therefore, numberless opportu-
nities are provided the students to make decisions which
are of importance to them and which, because of this
importance, seem to them worthy of their consideration.
The class procedure is one largely concerned with
having pupils attack problems, think them through logic-
ally, work on the problems in groups, and make reports
of findings to the class. Two major types of problems
are undertaken. They are: (1) those which rise out of
the classroom situation, and (2) the general community
and social problems which seem important at the particu-
lar grade level and for that age group.
Grades inc luded in core .-- Core courses are offered
to students of grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve. At
present, approximately 20 per cent of pupils enrolled in
grade nine are participants. There is one core class in
each of the three upper grades of secondary school, name
grades ten, eleven, and twelve.
Tra ining of teacher s for core . — The teachers were
trained "on the job." Assistance of educational consult
ants was received from the Michigan Secondary School
Curriculum Study.
Content of the core course .-- The content of the
core courses in grades nine and ten is not predetermined
with the exception of three units. An orientation unit
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and a unit on democracy is compulsory for grade nine, and
a unit on English grammar is required for grade ten. Other
units in grades nine and ten and all units in grades eleven
and twelve are determined by the pupils. The units are
not controlled by subject matter lines or classifications.
The scope of the course is unlimited.
The following areas for study are representative of
the selections of core classes to date:
(1) present day war problems
(2) vocations
(3) countries of the world
(4) famous people
(3) social problems
(6) history
(7) biology
(8) miscellaneous
There is a question which is unsettled to date and
r
that is one concerning whether the core content selected
by choice of the grade of a previous year should be left
as the course for succeeding core classes of that grade
level. At present, the core content of grade eleven is
American history. This area choice was made by the
pupils
.
Method of introduction of core to classes.-- The
following procedure is practiced with classes new to the
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core program:
(1) orientation
—
getting acquainted with the physic’s
building, school officers, regulations, schedules, teacher,
and classmates.
(2) transition unit on democracy— introduction of
pupils to the idea of pupil-teacher planning in contrast
to the almost completely teacher dominated classes to
which the students were accustomed.
(3) letter to parents--a letter is sent to the par-
ent explaining the core idea, its purposes and objectives.
Standard core p rocedure .-- The class procedure is
largely concerned with having pupils solve problems and
report to the class their findings and solutions of
problems. (1) The first phases of the core course deal
with the establishment of class goals or purposes and the
selection of problems and areas of work through which
these goals or purposes may be attained, wholly or in
part, (2) topics and projects for the areas are selected
by the pupils themselves through (a) general class dis-
cussions, (b) smaller group discussions and (c) certain
weighting techniques. (3) Pupils then plan for the sol-
ution of problems, special projects, and for blocks of
work to be undertaken. (4) Glasses are then divided into
work groups, the number in a group being determined on a
basis of common interest of the students.
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Students in the work groups develop the topics or
projects dealing with the problem in various ways, such
as
:
(a) collecting information and illustrative
material
(b) discussion groups
(c) oral and written reports
(d) writing of plays or radio scripts
(e) art projects
(f) making of scrapbooks, models, charts,
graphs
,
and maps
(5) the smaller work groups then present the or-
ganized material to the entire class.
(6) news events are read and discussed
(7) use is made of the core and school libraries
(8) counseling of individual pupils is a part of
the core procedure
(9) pupils may enlist the assistance of special
teachers when needed such as a teacher of industrial arts,
crafts, speech, or music. Also, a boys* and a girls’
counselor gives assistance to grade 9A in planning cur-
ricular programs. Groups of teachers discuss problems
of importance with students at the beginning of the
semester.
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Criteria for Evaluating the Core Course
Methods of evaluating and reporting pupil progress .
—
No comprehensive evaluation of this core curriculum pro-
gram has been developed as yet. Marks for reporting pupil
progress are arrived at through pupils’ evaluation of the
progress of the individual toward accepted goals.
These accepted goals are:
(1) the extent of the preparation of the student
to face the problems of citizenship.
(2) the amount of interest and effort exhibited by
pupils in their own education.
Results of the Experiment
Achievements or desira ble outcomes attained . - - Eval-
uation data is not yet sufficient to state with certainty
that the achievements or attainments of the core curric-
ulum are superior or inferior to the more conventional
subject program in which the objectives are a definite
body of knowledges or facts. The core objectives are more
difficult to measure because they deal with facility in
the skills involved in working with others, attacking
problems and arriving at individual and group decisions.
Certain types of decisions are made by the classes and
groups, but the goals and objectives of the core program
are as definitely defined and the procedures as carefully
prescribed as those of any of the more traditional school
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S hort comings evidenced in core program . -- The usual
objections to the core are that there is a loss of specif-
ic knowledges and skills in the traditional English and
history which the core has replaced. To date, the evid-
ence data does not substantiate this objection for the
subject of English.
The Core Curriculum Experiment
in the
Oak Ridge Public Schools
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Ob jectives o f the core experiment.-- The general
goals which the program is designed to achieve are:
(1) helping students develop desirable social atti-
t udes
.
(2) providing students with greater opportunity to
participate in the kind of cooperative thinking that will
help them know themselves and others better. Through this
actual participation students can build an intelligent
basis for foxming opinions and directing their actions on
social issues.
The scope and nature of the core. — Emphasis is placed
on two areas of accomplishment, namely:
(1) information and skills (the more conventional
content)
.
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(2) social attitudes (intangible side of pupil’s
social development)
.
The curriculum was designed to be somewhat typical of
that which a child would have had elsewhere and not too
different in case a child should leave and attend schools
elsewhere
.
The regular school subjects which are included in
the core program are English and social studies. All
students in grades nine and eleven take the core course
whereas only those pupils of grades ten and twelve whose
major interests are in social science take core. The
basic core work has been in combining English, American
history, and health in one, two and one-half hour period.
Two consecutive 55-minute periods are devoted to the
core unit at the grade nine level. Two 60-minute periods
are used for core work in English and social studies in
the tenth and twelfth grades.
Approximately 700 students are enrolled in the ex-
perimental core program. Fourteen teachers and additional
specialists do the core teaching. One core teacher is
responsible for all pupils in the particular core class
which he is teaching although he may call upon the special
teachers for specialized instruction as the interests and
needs of students may demand.
Topics studies in the cores . — English and social
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living are the subject matter fields of the core courses
One unit of credit is awarded for English and one unit
of credit is awarded in whatever the social study for
the grade happens to be. For example, in grade ten the
social study is world history, in grade eleven it is
world history, and in the twelfth grade, it is sociology
and economics.
Other important topics studied in core do not come
under any subject classification but deal with the impor
tant objectives of social behaviors and attitudes. Ex-
amples of some of these might be the personal problems
of students, personality adjustment, and library and
research techniques.
Examples of core units studied at Oak Ridge .-- The
sample units are listed below.
Oak Ridge High School. Tennessee
Sophomore core
Orientation
Study of communication
Junior core
Personal problems--Students assisted in choice of
subject matter.
One junior class chose:
Present Trends in Democracy
Two junior core groups selected:
, 3
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The Day’s Daily News—Current Problems Related to
History
A Comparison of the Periods of American Wars
One senior class group (Grade 12) chose:
Man and the Machine
Other senior class units centered around:
The Meaning of Democracy
The Status of American Education
The Waste of American Resources
Tennessee Valley Authority
Organizing Southern Labor
Freedom of the Press
Advertis ing
Criteria for Evaluating the Core Course
Methods of evaluating and reporting pupil progress .
—
The following methods of evaluation are used:
(1) student’s evaluation of his own attitudes
(2) teacher's subjective evaluation arrived at
through association with the student and direct observation
of the student’s reactions in the various situations in-
volved in the core activities.
(3) letter grades are used to inform the parents
of the teacher’s opinion of the student’s growth in atti-
tudes. The letter grades are defined to indicate:
-. ar o' •
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:
A--excellent progress (in terms of the teacher’s
idea of excellent)
3--above average
C--just average
D—below average
(4) comments are made by the teacher if further
classification is deemed necessary..
(5) a list of important social attitudes has been
developed by the teachers. Students are expected to grow
toward desirable attitudes through core experience.
Social attitudes which form goals to be achieved are
as follows:
A. the student is personally developing in a desir-
able direction if he exhibits in some degree the desire
or tendency to act in the following ways that make him a
good member of the group:
(1) plans his work so that he may accomplish
a reasonable amount in the time he has to spend.
(2) shows initiative in making plans for
himself and is willing to work with the teacher
to improve his plans.
(3) thinks through the responsibilities
involved in a task he undertakes and carries
these to completion.
(4) has a feeling of pride in doing his
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work well.
(5) feels a responsibility for abiding
by decisions the group makes until they are
changed through better thinking.
(6) shows respect for the duly elected
or appointed leader and at the same time takes
responsibilitjr for evaluating his leadership
in the light of decisions made by the group.
(7) works for needed changes in group
decisions through collecting more facts and
helping the group to do better thinking.
(8) assumes leadership when the group
gives him the opportunity and
(a) helps the group think through
problems without imposing his own point
of view.
(b) helps the group consider all
the facts before making decisions.
(c) takes the responsibility for
carrying out decisions made by the
gro up
.
B. the student is developing in his awareness of
social problems if he has the tendency to act and think
in the following ways about events and other people:
(1) he is willing to examine, appraise
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and accept the worth of other individuals,
regardless of any superficial differences they
may have.
(2) he is forming the habit of examining
and appraising the opinions of others, accept-
ing them when valid, and tolerating differences
which do not infringe upon the rights of others.
(3) he habitually questions sources of
information and actively searches for all the
facts before he forms opinions.
(4) he holds his opinions as tentative,
always willing to change them in the light
of new facts.
(5) he casts his vote for the person
who is capable of carrying through the re-
sponsibility he is to assume.
(6) he is willing to give each member
of the group opportunity to participate in
ways that will be most helpful to him.
(7) he participates in discussions with-
out being emotional to the point of blocking
thought
.
Results of the core experiment
Need for better-trained teachers. — No definite
,’
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scientific results have as yet been determined. It has
been reported that a serious handicap to the experiment is
in obtaining the services of teachers well-trained in this
experimental type of learning.
The Co re -Curriculum Experiment
at
Wells High School, Chicago, Illinois
Ma jor goals or object ives of the curriculum experi -
ment.— There are several major objectives ~^of the core
program at Wells High School. They are as follows:
(1) provide for the abilities and interests of non-
academic pupils
(2) develop experiences essential to effective every-
day living
(3) utilize fully the potentialities of the school
community in developing learning materials
(4) incorporate guidance and socializing activities
into regular class work
(5) develop well-rounded pupil personalities
(6) develop the economic intelligence of all pupils
—
make this new training an ingredient of one of the broad
fields or social areas comprising the core curriculum
Inaugurat ion of the core course . — Consideration was
ITselma Hatley and Paul R. Pierce, "A Core Socio-Business
Course for the Ninth Year”, The School Review (May, 1942)
50: 347-55
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given to one problem considered vital, namely; the economic
intelligence of all secondary school students. Previously,
economic training was lacking or was limited to certain
students who elected courses in which economic training
may have been emphasized. A survey was conducted —Awhich
included (1) an analysis of the student body—home and
racial background; (2) reading abilities; (3) general in-
telligence; (A) average size of families; (5) opportunity
for cultural development in the home; (6) opportunity for
travel; (7) types of courses favored by parents; (8) the
number of students who would likely attend college, and
(9) the reasons more students do not attend college. The
core-curriculum course was planned to meet the needs as
revealed by the survey.
Scop e of the course. — The core program was organized
for the pupils of grade nine and included the broad fields
of English, social studies, science, music, art, and phys-
ical education. The units of material were organized about
common centers of interest. Unit leads were organized
under these common centers to insure the participation of
all pupils in the experiences. The centers of interest for
the first semester of the year for grade nine were built
around the home, school, and community. In the second se-
mester, the centers of interest were developed around the
following:
Selma Hatley and Paul R. Pierce, op. cit., p. A 6.
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(1) Our Changing Methods of Production and Distribu-
tion
(2) Conservation of Cultural and Material Resources
(3) Governmental and Other Social Agencies in Co-
operative Living
(4.) Work in Relation to Everyday Living
Pupils of grade nine are permitted to select a general
course or a commercial course. All pupils electing the
general course must study general mathematics in addition
to the core course. General mathematics is organized from
a consumer point of view. Pupils who select the commercial
course must take elementary business training in addition
to the core.
The many achievements and advantages of the core-cur-
riculum program led to the development of a core course
for each grade nine through twelve.
Content of the course .-- Units of learning were devel-
oped cooperatively by pupils and teachers. These units
of learning were built around certain phases of living
among which are:
(1) Developing Economic Competence
(2) Building Human Relationships
(3) Thinking and Communicating Ideas
(4.) Enjoying Leisure
(3) satisfying Religious and Esthetic Needs
I.
.
.
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(6) Advancing Physical Welfare
(7) Expressing Esthetic Impulses
(8) Meeting Work Responsibilities
The units of learning or learning enterprises are
listed below.
(1) Sharing in Wells' Government
(2) Saving and Using Money Effectively
(3) Developing Good Relations with our Southern
Neighbors
(4) Tracing and Utilizing our Ancient Heritages
(3) Tracing and Changing Conditions and Problems of
Labor
(6) Analyzing the Early Groundwork of American Democ-
racy in our Government, and 'Working for its Defense
(7) Using Language Effectively in High School
(8) Living Courteously in School, Home, and Community
(9) Traveling Man's Early Language Road
(10) Improving Our Speech
(11) Interpreting the Modern World through Non-fiction
Biography, Reportage
(12) Developing Spiritual and Ethical Sides of One's
Personality
(13) Developing Social and Vocational Effectiveness
through Improved Speech
(14) Obtaining Heat and Light from the Transformation
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of Energy
(15) Improving Community Housing
(16) Developing Wells’ Campus
(17) Becoming Young Men and Women
(18) Tracing the Earth’s Changes and Natural Treasures
(19) Applying the Laws of Energy and Physical Change
to Improve
(20) Applying Art to School Living
(21) Appreciating and Producing School Music
(22) Building Health through School Athletics
(23) Conserving Physical, Mental and Social Vitality
(24) Building a Healthful Body
(25) Utilizing Exercise to Improve Circulation
(26) Enjoying Group Physical Recreation
(27) Improving One’s Outlook on Life through Physical
Fitness
(28) Preparing for Employability
(29) Using Safety Milestones Along Life’s Way
A sample is given below to further clarify the organi-
zation and plan of a learning enterprise.
Learning Enterprise I
12B English Arts
Phase of Living
(1) Enjoying Leisure, Thinking and Communicating Ideas
Developing Social and Vocational Effectiveness
through Improved Speech
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Ha in Purpose(1)
to practice voice control and oral composition as
a means of personality development
Guideposts to Action
(1) working to modulate pitch, range, of voice
(2) remedying pronounced speech mannerisms
(3) eliminating habitual slang and other speech vul-
garities
(4) using dictionary, manual to improve language
(5) testing progress through use of microphone
(6) practicing voice through oral reading
(7) detecting and correcting language errors
(8) discussing various forms of humor, wit
(9) practicing lightness in conversation for special
occasions
(10) practicing salesmanship of ideas
(11) continuing the Wells tradition of clean speech
Relating Classwork to Action of
(1) auditorium arts
(2) English council
(3) current living enterprise
The community is brought into the planning and revising
of the core activities. Groups of businessmen, clergymen,
social workers, and other community leaders meet with the
teachers and principal to discuss the us e of the resources
Boston Unrv»r**y
School of Education
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of the community in the development of activities and in
the imnrovement of class work.
Evaluation of the Core Program
Results of the experiment . — Certain desirable achieve-
ments which have been attained are:
(1) avoided much overlapping of course content.
(2) better citizenship training was developed.
(3) served all pupils—fit business education to needs
of everyone.^
(4) facilitates guidance.
(5) simplifies the election of courses for pupils.-
^
(6) simplifies schedule making.^
(7) develops the economic consciousness of all
pupils ,
(8) encouraged a much closer spirit of cooperation
between schools and the community.
Selma Hatley and Paul R. Pierce, op. cit., p. 46.
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CHAPTER IV
CORE CURRICULUM EXPERIMENTS
IN
GRADES SEVEN TO NINE INCLUSIVE
The Experiment at Harford County, Maryland
Major goals of the core program . — The core plan was in-
augurated in Harford County in September, 1945* Major em-
phasis of the program is placed on the development of con-
cepts which are involved in learning to live and work in
democratic groups. A second goal is to enlarge the communi-
ty concept to include the school, community, county, state,
nation, continent, and the world, and through this concept,
to develop a social competency within pupils.
Cent ral theme of the core course . — One central theme,
the individual— a citizen of many communities, runs through
all core activities. The development of this theme begins
with activities built around the life in the junior high
school. The scope of the activities expands to include the
county, state, nation, continent, and world community con-
cepts. A fairly definite sequence of units is necessary
while this main theme is being developed. An attempt is made
to furnish a body of common, integrating experiences within
the important areas of living.
-53-
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Scope oi' the core course .-- The core experiment was
first tried with the pupils of graae seven. In September
of 1946, the core was extended to include students of
grade eight, and the experiment was extended further to
include grade nine in September of 1947.
The regular school subjects included in the core are
social studies, science, and English. The other school
subjects offered in the junior high school program are
mathematics, music, art, agriculture, arts and crafts,
home economics, and physical education. The core teacher
spends four hours of each school day with his core teach-
ing; in most instances, one hour to mathematics and one
hour to work of a remedial nature. The core teacher has
the added responsibility of guidance. Time is provided
in the teacher’s schedule for a close follow-up of his
students through the entire program. A definite attempt
is made to enrich the core whenever possible by correlat-
ing the special subjects with the core area. A total of
fifty-four faculty members teach core courses.
Steps in inaugurating the core program in Harford
County .-- As stated previously, the core was initiated in
September, 1945. Prior to the opening of the school year,
a one-week workshop was held for teachers of grade seven.
As a result of the workshop, three units, three units. My
Educational Opportunities
,
Understanding Myself and Others
,
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and How Environment Affects My Life, were developed. Dur-
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ing this first school year, all core teachers met one day
each month with all supervisors of the high school and
elementary schools, and the superintendent of schools.
The purposes of these monthly meetings were: (1) the
solving of common problems, (2) development of a progress
report, and (3) consideration of various phases of the
new curriculum.
The principal of Aberdeen High School, Harford
County, Maryland reports y that further organizational
steps were taken as follows:
"In February, 1946, Dr. Harold Alberty of the Ohio
State University accepted an invitation to come to Harford
County to work as consultant with the seventh-grade
teachers and with the prospective eighth-grade teachers.
We spent two days in meetings with the former group at
which time difficulties were discussed and some evaluation
of progress was attempted. The three-day session with the
eighth-grade group was largely concerned with developing
an understanding of the program and the basic philosophy
underlying it.
"Meetings of core teachers for the remainder of the
school year were devoted to work in the following areas:
(1) needs, interests, and problems of adolescents, (2)
skills to be incorporated, (3) democratic values to be
achieved. Since most of the teachers who would work with
the eighth-grade classes had been selected from the high
school field where their experience had been limited to
special subjects, it appeared advisable to spend consider-
able time in the important task of helping them develop a
sympathetic understanding of the fundamental concepts of
the program.
"The development of resource units for use in the core
was the primary business of a two-week workshop held in the
y R. Bowen Hardesty, Working with an Evolving Junior-High'
School Program in a Local Unit .
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county at the close of the 1945-46 session. Since the
units to be developed at the State workshop were already
outlined, it was decided to utilize the county workshop in
building resource units around areas which were not includ-
ed there, thus providing eight units in addition to the
ten which resulted from the State workshop. All core
teachers participated in this local workshop, including
several who were completing their teacher training during
the summer term. Dr. Alberty continued to serve as con-
sultant and was present for the first week’s work.
"In September, 1946, the program expanded to include
the eighth grades. Substantially the same pattern was
followed as far as offerings were concerned, with the
addition of industrial arts, heme economics, agriculture
and art. Using the resource units as a basis, a curriculum
was outlined for each of the two grades. The pattern is
highly flexible as the very nature of the core demands;
but some sequence of units is indicated since the theme.
The Individual--a Citizen of Many Communities
,
is being
developed. The seventh grade begins with an orientation
unit. Exploring My Educational Opportunities . From the
school community they move into the study of the local
community, using the resource unit entitled. Discovering
Maryland as America in Miniature . In the eighth grade*, em-
phasis is
-
given to developing a concept of national and
continental community consciousness through the units. Re-
lating Our Land and Our Resources to Our History and Find-
ing Fellowship with Americans North and South . It is the
plan in the ninth grade to continue this sequence through
the use of the unit. Our Shrinking World
,
emphasizing the
role of the individual as a member of a world community.
This is by no means a complete listing of the areas includ-
ed in the core. There are science and other social study
problems suggested, and, as is high desirable, individual
classes develop units to meet their own particular needs
and interests.
"The gathering of teaching materials was the coopera-
tive effort of the junior high-school supervisor, who came
into the county in September, and the core teachers who had
participated in the development of the resource units from
which their learning units would evolve. A variety of
materials, books, pamphlets, maps, visual aids, etc., in
the several areas in which he would be working, was suppli-
ed each core teacher. As an added resource for the enrich-
ment of the core, provision was made throughout the county
office for the transportation of classes on field trips
and excursions pertinent to the many phases of the units."
Content of the core course.— Resource units, which
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were developed at the state and local workshops, form the
basis of the core course and are in the social studies and
science fields. Prom these resource units, learning units
are built.
A suggestion of the areas dealt with may be obtained
from the following unit titles:
(1) Knowing Harford County
(2) Discovering Maryland as America in Miniature
(3) Relating Our Land and Resources to Our History
(4) Finding Fellowship with Americans North and
South
(5) Keeping Physically Fit
(6) Our Environment and How We Adapt to It
(7) Living and Working in Democratic Groups
(8) Using Leisure Time Wisely
Units of work have been set up in certain areas of
living which are considered to be vital to the development
of all boys and girls. Some units are pre-arranged and
other units are pupil-initiated unit s
.
Correlation between core and the special subject
fields is attempted whenever it is desirable.
The one-hour daily remedial period serves as a clear-
ing house for the correction of bad habits and the
development of good habits. Remedial work is usually in
the subject fields of reading, English, handwriting.
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mathematics, and spelling.
Guidance is an important part of the activity of the
core teacher. The large block of time devoted to core
gives the teacher the time to know his pupils thoroughly.
The program is designed to be sufficiently flexible for
the inclusion of special units in the fields of individ-
ual and group guidance.
Criteria for Evaluating the Core
Methods of evaluating the core and grading pupil
progress Six methods are used in evaluating the core.
They are
:
(1) standard written tests
(2) teachers’ own tests
(3) oral tests
(4) teacher observation
(5) teacher-pupil conference
(6) pupil's self-evaluation
The report concerning the improvement or growth evid-
enced by the pupil is in the form of a narrative report or
letter written by the teacher and sent to the parent.
In the bulletin, y Working With an Evolving Junior
High-School Program in a Local Unit
,
it is stated that MA
very simple report card is used to provide an opportunity
for the teacher to inform the parent concerning the child’
w R. Bowen Hardesty, op. cit.. p . 49
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school progress and to facilitate the parent’s privilege
of responding to this report. ”TJ” and ”S n grades are
indicated for all subjects, and these are interpreted by
a comment made by the core teacher who incorporates an
explanation of the progress reported in all areas. The
core teacher, in the light of his role as counselor, must
be in close touch with the pupil’s progress in the whole
school program in order to do this intelligently.”
The experiment is considered too new for formal evalu
ation of it. The following methods of evaluation are used
Informal Evaluation
Continuous process by teacher
Evaluation of behavior before and after unit.
Formal Evaluation
Five Tests Used:
(1) The Culture Conflict Index
(2) Social Sensitivity Ballot
(5) The Wishing Well
(4) Social Acceptance Scale
(5) Social Acceptance Scale
Results of the Experiment
Achievements attained .-- Informal evaluation indicate
that the following achievements have been accomplished:
(1) The individual child has shown improvement in
the following social qualities:
(a) working with groups
(b) oral self-expression
(c) appreciation of the cultural contributions
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of others
(d) ability to get along vl th others
(e) wise use of leisure time
(2) a decrease in the number of school drop-outs
(3) improvement in school citizenship
(4) increased skill development
(5) improvement in work and study habits
The Core -Curriculum Plan at East Gadsden
Junior High School, East Gadsden, Alabama
Major goals in core program at East Gadsden .-- The
core curriculum became a part of the junior high school
program in 1943. The most important goal of the core plan
is to demonstrate clearly to pupils one central theme:
better living through pupil participation.
Scope of the core .-- All pupils enrolled in grades
seven, eight, and nine took the core-curriculum courses in
addition to certain other subjects. In grades seven and
eight, the subjects replaced or included in the core
courses were English, social studies, art, and current
events. In grade nine, English, civics, art, and current
events are incorporated into the core organization. Two
hours of each school day are devoted to core in each of
the junior high school grades.
Training of core teachers .— Nine teachers from a
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total staff of thirteen are designated as core teachers.
These instructors were first trained for this special
teaching while "on-the-job” or through in-service courses
Several of this group of teachers planned to attend work-
shop courses during the summer of 1947.
Content of core courses .-- Pre-arranged source units
have been organized from which teaching units are devel-
oped for the courses. Also, it is reported by school
officials that pupil-initiated units are utilized in the
activities of the core courses.
Criteria for Evaluating the Core Program at East Gadsden
Methods of evaluating pupil progress and reporting
progress of students to parents .-- Various criteria are
used in evaluating the progress or growth of students.
Such measures as standardized written tests, teachers’
written tests, oral tests developed by teachers, teachers
observations, teacher-pupil conferences, and oral reports
by pupils are included at various times in attempting to
measure the degree of pupil growth or improvement as a
result of active participation in the various activities.
A standard type of report card is sent to the parent
periodically during the school year to indicate pupil pro
gress or development. A letter indicating poor work is
sent home to the parent prior to the issuance of report
cards in cases of unsatisfactory pupil participation or
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unsatisfactory indication of pupil growth.
Results of the experiment concerning college entrance
requirements . No definite results of the core experiment
were reported. School officials did indicate that college
entrance requirements did not hinder the expansion of the
core activities in this school.
The Co re -Curriculum Experiment at Wilson, Arkansas
Major goals of the core program .-- The experiment
with the core curriculum began in 193& in the public
schools of Wilson, Arkansas. The central themes around
which the new curriculum program was organized are: (1)
how natural and social forces affect living conditions,
(2) how invention and discovery has changed man’s environ-
ment, and (3) how the individual adapts himself to his
social, economic, and cultural environment. The goals of
the core course are to develop these themes in the various
course activities and to encourage pupils to develop an
understanding of the influence of the themes on how people
live
.
Scope of the core .-- One-hundred per cent of all
students of grades seven, eight, and nine are participants
in the core experiment. At present, organizational plans
are forming to include grade ten in the core offering.
The regular school subjects included in the core
courses at Wilson are language arts, social studies, art
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and music in grades seven and eight. In grade nine,
language arts, social studies, and civics will be incorp-
orated into the core program.
The portion of the school day devoted to the activi-
ties connected with the new course amounts to three hours
and thirty minutes for grade seven; two hours and fifteen
minutes for grade eight, and one hour and thirty minutes
for grade nine.
Training of teachers for core teaching .-- Only three
instructors from a school faculty of eleven have core
classes. These three core teachers were prepared for the
specialized teaching through in-service training and in-
service courses.
Content of core courses .-- The unit of activity is
used in the study plan at Wilson. Many of the units are
pre-arranged for the course and are selected and followed
by classes. However, it is reported by school officials
that pupil-initiated units of activity are organized and
developed by the class groups.
Criteria for Evaluating the Core Program at
Wilson, Arkansas
Methods of evaluating and reporting pupil progress . -
-
The criteria used for the evaluation of the growth of
pupils in the core course are: (1) the standard written
tests, (2) written tests devised by the teachers, (3)
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teacher observations, and. (4) the pupil’s self-evaluation
of his accomplishment s and growth.
A combination of the standard type of report card, in
which the achievement and growth is indicated by letter or
percentage grade, and the narrative report in the form of
a letter from the teacher to the parent is used to report
the progress of pupils.
Conclusions Indicated
Hindrances to expansion of the core activity . --
School officials report two major drawbacks in expanding
the core plan; namely, (1) the typical period organization
of the school day, and (2) the necessity of preparing
students to successfully meet the present college entrance
requirements
.
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CHAPTER V
CORE PROGRAMS EOR GRAPE SEVEN
ONLY OR GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT
The Core Curriculum Experiment at
Simmons Junior High School and Roosevelt
Junior High School, Aberdeen, South Dakota
Ma.jor goals or aims of the core.-- The core curriculum
was introduced in these schools in 1937. The central theme
or major aim of the core organization at both of these jun-
ior high schools is to prepare the student to be able to
meet his everyday problems which arise in his daily living.
Other aims of the program as set forth by Charles J.
Dalthorp in his article —^ entitled "Aberdeen's Core Pro-
gram" are: (1) to unify the teaching of art, health, sci-
ence, home economics, and industrial arts around a central
theme of home and family living in the Aberdeen community;
(2) to eliminate the duplication of content and activity
in these fields, and (3) to reorganize the teaching of
separate subjects for more functional general education
of boys and girls.
i/charles J. Dalthorp, "Aberdeen’s Core Program," Elementary
School Journa l (October, 1944 ) 43 : 94-98
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Scope of t he core program* — The core is offered only
to pupils of grade seven. For the purpose of the experi-
ment two classes from grade seven were selected at Simmons
Junior High School. The number of pupils participating
in the core at this school represents approximately 32 per
cent of the total enrolment of the grade. At Roosevelt
Junior High School, all pupils of grade seven level were
subjected to this core experiment. The pupils in each
case spend one 60-minute period daily in this special
course. The subjects included in the units of activity
during the one-hour period are home economics, industrial
arts, science, music, and health. In addition to these
subjects, community civics and home life, as well as some
phases of economics, are included in the core at Roosevelt.
Gne faculty member from a total school faculty of seven is
designated as the core teacher at Simmons. Similarly, one
teacher from a faculty of sixteen is a core teacher at
Roosevelt
.
Training of the core teacher .-- In-service training
and in-service courses are the methods through which the
instructors at each school were prepared for core teaching.
School officials report that the core teacher is closely
supervised in this special experimental subject.
Content of the core course .-- The core course is or-
ganized into units within which various activities may be
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developed which are considered essential in preparing the
students to meet the problems which arise in everyday life.
The central theme of the course is home living. One unit
in which all core pupils participate is the Orientation
Unit. What interesting things can we learn about our home
is the basic theme of this unit. Other source units are
selected by parents and teachers. Pupils participate in
helping curriculum committees plan units. However, the
units are mostly predetermined and not initiated or devel-
oped by the class. Altogether, in Aberdeen, seventeen
source units have been prepared. The following is a list
of the units and the underlying or central theme of each:
Orientation
y
(1) what interesting things can we learn about
our home?
Personal and Social Health
(2) making the most of personal appearance
(3) understanding ourselves
(A) building a strong body
Social Relationships
(5) extending hospitality at home and at school
(6) choosing and making friends
(7) celebrating special days with own and other
families
Better Home and Family Memberships
..
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(8) appreciating own home and homes of others
(9) earning, spending, and saying
(10) learning to do useful things at home
Leisure Time Activities
(11) leisure time in family groups
Safer Homes in Which to Live
(12) home sanitation
(13) housing facilities in Aberdeen
(14) safety in the home
The Home—A Desirable Part of Aberdeen
( 15 ) making the home and grounds attractive
(16) being a desirable neighbor
Summary Unit
(17)
how can we continue during the summer to make
use of what we have learned?
Criteria for Evaluating the Core
Experiments Conducted in Aberdeen, South Dakota
Methods used in evaluating results and reporting pu-
pil grogresa .— School officials report that the criteria
used for evaluation purposes consist of the following: (l)
teacher’s own tests; (2) oral tests; (3) teacher’s obser-
vations; (4) pupils’ self-evaluation; (5) class evaluation
of pupils’ progress; (6) oral reports by pupils, and (7)
student evaluator. Pupils are given the opportunity to
evaluate their own learning or growth as a result of their
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participation in the core activities. In addition, student
evaluators are selected for the purpose of judging the
value of oral reports delivered by classmates. These stu-
dent evaluations plus the teacher’s observations of the
pupils’ performances and growth are used to supplement the
written test results in developing the pupils’ progress
reports. These written tests are judgment tests and usu-
ally of the short, objective type.
No marks are given to indicate the progress of a stu-
dent. Instead, at Simmons, a teacher-prepared narrative
report of the pupil’s progress is sent to the home along
with a conduct rating card. At Roosevelt, the report of
pupil progress is in the form of a check list which is sent
home to the parent.
Home visits by the teacher are frequent in order that
the teacher may better understand the students. Parents
are invited to attend core classes to witness the activities
conducted
.
Results of the Core Experiment at Aberdeen, South Dakota
Realization of the aims or goals of the core course .
—
The following desirable outcomes were achieved:—
^
(1) the core course functioned as a broad, general
education course.
(2) the core program uncovered a wide range of pupils’
yCharles J. Dalthorp, op. cit., p. 65*
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interests. Such information is extremely important in guid-
ance. This makes it desirable to have the core teacher
serve as the pupils' guidance counselor.
(3) a problem proved to be not one of elimination of
duplication but of elimination of obsolete materials and
better utilization of materials which proved more functional
(4) teachers were stimulated to examine all teaching
materials critically.
(5) in the home economics area it was found that there
was no difference between the quality of garments made in
the short time given to this in the core project compared
to the longer time allowed in the regular class in home
economics
.
(6) it exposed the fact that the problem in core is
not one of duplication of content and activity but one of
finding additional purposeful activities related to actual
present pupil experience.
(7) it proved that continuous home visitation by
teachers is necessary since evidences of changed behavior
are found to a greater degree in the home.
(8) it demonstrated the point that the core program
reauires far more of the teacher’s time for planning and
conferences
.
(9) school administrators observed that the program
was the most effective phase of the junior high school
curriculum.
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Shortcomings or weaknesses of the experiment .— The
weaknesses which those connected with the experiment felt
were evident in the Aberdeen experiment are:-^
(1) better teacher training is needed for this type
of teaching if a core program is to be really effective.
It was found that teachers needed more experience in help-
ing pupils draw from the various fields in problem solving.
Teachers lacked the skill necessary although they demon-
strated plenty of desire to achieve the aims or goals.
(2) teachers had insufficient time for conferences
and planning.
(3) little was accomplished in bringing music and
health into the core program.
(A) some teachers still wished to stress the individ-
ual subject matter fields. Science teachers felt that more
science was needed in the core program.
(5) art teachers still favored building a body of
skills first.
(6) in the industrial arts area, at least one member
of the curriculum committee felt that the core did not
allow for enough formal instruction in industrial arts to
enable the student to use what he had learned with more
personal satisfaction at home.
The fact that school administrators felt that the
core experiment was the most effective phase of the junior
L'Charles J. Dalthorp, op. cit., p. 65 .
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high school curriculum indicates that the core experiment
is successful in Aberdeen at the grade seven level.
The Core-Curriculum Organization
or Unified Arts Experiment
at
the Laboratory School, University of Chicago
Introduction of the experiment .— The experiment was
started in 1940 with the preparation of plans for its inau-
guration. An underlying philosophy for the new course was
developed and in May, 1941 the experiment actually was be-
gun. A six-week try-out of the plan at the grade eight
level was to provide factual data for better planning for
a full-year course which was to commence at the beginning
of the next school year. In September, 1941 all pupils of
grades seven and eight were included in the experiment.
The philosophy and aims of the unified arts experi -
ment. — The philosophy which is basic to the entire experi-
ment is described in the report of the Unified Arts Commit-
tee -~^of the Laboratory School, University of Chicago and
is stated as follows:
"The problems, interests, and needs of boys and girls
are met completely not by a curriculum which gives exclusive
emphasis to the separate school subjects but by a curric-
ulum which provides for activities that cut across many
fields. The curriculum is made up of all those educative
—Minified Arts Committee, A Unifi ed Arts Experiment, Labora-
tory School, Department of "Education, the 'University of
Chicago
.
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experiences for which the school accepts responsibility,
the end being the wh Qiesome development of the child. If
a child undertakes activities that are significant and
important to him and if, with intelligent guidance, he is
able to achieve a considerable degree of success, he will
acquire over a period of years the skills, the understand-
ings, and the appreciations necessary for wholesome devel-
opment .
"Significant learning must build on present pupil
interests, which will gradually be amplified and extended.
A child must be active, both mentally and physically, in
order to grow. He must have freedom to move, to investi-
gate, to try out his ideas, to initiate projects, to
assume responsibilities, to find his place in the group,
to work with materials; for only as learning is used does
it take on real meaning and persist. It is the teacher’s
responsibility to create an environment that is free from
purposeless mental and physical strain.
"Individual development should proceed in a direction
desirable for the social group as well as for the individual
concerned, and experimentation to that end should be care-
fully planned, observed, and recorded."
The aims of the experiment are many but are all in-
cluded in the one major aim which is to provide activities
in which each pupil will have some experience in each of
the arts areas. Through these activities, the skills, apti-
tudes, appreciations, interests, and understandings of the
individual will be developed more fully.
Scope of the experiment .— One-hundred per cent of the
pupils of grades seven and eight are included in this edu-
cational experiment. Approximately 180 minutes per school
day are devoted to the core and unified arts programs.
Considerable effort and concentration has been directed
toward the inter-relationships between English and the
Social studies. These subjects of the standard curriculum
form the basis for what may be considered one core group
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area. One and one-half hours each morning are given over
to this core course schedule in which all pupils of the two
grades are working at core activities simultaneously. For
example, in the block of an hour and a half all of the 75
seventh graders are scheduled for English and social stud-
ies. Three teachers are assigned to handle the teaching
duties. The classes are scheduled in adjacent rooms in
order to obtain a higher degree of flexibility. The sched-
ule is so arranged that if the teachers feel it is desirable
to abandon social studies on a particular day or days and
devote the time entirely to English, it can be done or the
full time may be given over to an important phase of the
social studies field.
The second core group area is called the unified arts
program. For grades seven and eight the regular school
subjects included in the unified arts are art, home eco-
nomics, industrial arts, publications (with typing), dra-
matics, and music. This program is planned for the purpose
of developing the inter-relationships in the field of the
arts. One and one-half hours each afternoon are given over
to this arts area. Teachers working in this area form a
small department within the framework of a large faculty.
Much experimentation has been done with various means for
developing common ideals and concepts through these unified
arts fields.
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School officials feel that the common point of view
which is developed through the close collaboration of staff
members is more important probably than the common subject
matter of the course.
Cont ent of the core course .-- In the English-social
studies core, the nature of the material on which the inter-
relationships are based is left entirely in the hands of
the English-social studies departments. During the early
years of the experiment the unified arts program was organ-
ized around a series of themes. At present, it is reported
that there is no set of themes basic to the organization
of the program. The arts were organized around the fol-
lowing projects:
(1) recreation
(2) doing things for others
(3) home living
(4) hobbies and craft work
(5) occupations
(6) Americans a 11- -immigrants all
The present plan is one in which there is an individual-
ized program which provides for a certain amount of free-
choice activity for the student. In general, the pupils of
grade seven rotate among the five arts areas for six-week
periods and for the remainder of the year participate in
activities of their own selection. Students of grade eight
.i
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rotate among the arts areas for three-week periods daring
the first half of the year, but during the latter half of
the year they are allowed to select their activities in-
so-far as facilities permit. All core groups meet at the
same hours. This permits the various projects to cut across
areas and involve several teachers. The source units are
prearranged although there is ample opportunity for modifi-
cation by pupil decisions. The following is a sample unit:i
"A project which involved the social-science depart-
ment, and thus cut across departments as well as areas, was
the unit on 'Americans All—Immigrants All’. This unit,
in which the entire eighth-grade group participated, at-
tempted to give the pupils a better understanding of the
contributions of foreign cultures to American culture,
foreign cooking was emphasized, and a class dinner was plan-
ned and prepared by the pupils and the teachers. The groups
in the art and home-economics areas planned and prepared
everj^thing from the food to the place cards, table decora-
tions, and setting. During the dinner international songs
were sung and were followed by a dramatic presentation by
the pupils and an exhibit of activities in the shop, publi-
cations, and social-science areas."
Criteria for Evaluating the Experiment
Methods used in evaluating results .-- A combination of
the following criteria is used in evaluating the results
of the activities in terms of pupil values:
(1) standard written tests
(2) teachers' own tests
(3) oral tests
(4) teacher observations
—Unified Arts Committee, op. cit., p. 72.
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(5) teacher-pupil conferences
(6) pupil’s self evaluation
(7) class evaluation of pupils’ progress
(g) oral reports by pupils
(9) student evaluator
The most important purposes of evaluation in this
program are —^to provide information basic to effective
guidance of individual students and to appraise the pro-
gram by determining to what extent the objectives of the
program are actually being realized.
Pupils are now rated on the desired learning outcomes
of the various activities. These ratings are arrived at
through various combinations of the evaluation criteria
listed above.
The method of reporting puoil progress . — A narrative
report is prepared by the core teacher and sent home to
the parent combined with a check list rating of the pupil.
Frequent reports to the parent were found necessary because
of the rotation of areas of activity. The following is a
sample of the report form used in 1943*y
A/unified Arts Committee, op. cit., p. 72
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SAMPLE REPORT SHEET
Integrated Arts Program
(Experimental edition 11/12/43)
REPORT FOR Jones^ John GRADE VIII DATE March 6-21
Last name First name
Teacher 1 s Ratings
1. Group adjustment:
a) Consideration for
others
TT] Group decisions:
(1) Heins make them
Fair. Developing slowly.
Not conscious that his re-
marks sometimes hurt other
students 1 feelings.
Usually. Could enter dis-
cussion more
.
(2) Abides by them
2. Use and care
equipment
,
a Is
3. Interest'
of property,
and materi-
Not always
Excellent, and also directs
others in group.
Exceptional.
Very good on the who le .4. General attitude
5. Initiative
Able and willing to
a) Start under own power
b) Continue under own
power
6. Skill-Co-ordination
Increasingly independent;
needed some help
.
Sticks to his work better"
than last ye ar,
7. Originality
8. Effort and use of time
-above average; developing
nicely
.
Noted
.
a hard worker but sometimes
gets distracted. -n.ctiv-
ities usually well planned
9. Accomplishment
a) Quantity
"bl Quality
Good; has ability to do
better.
Improved rapidly during the
project
.
Satisfactory. Could show
more social concern.
c ] Improvement
COMMENTS: John is showing much more perseverance in the
face of difficulties than he did last year. He accepts
responsibility readily on a group project but hasn’t yet
brought his voice under suitable control.
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Results of the Experiment
Achievements or desirable outcomes attained .-- It is
felt by the Unified Arts Committee that much of value has
been accomplished in the experiment, the experiment has
resulted in better facilities being provided, and the arts
areas have been placed in one section of a building to
permit more efficient functioning of the program. Pupils
are afforded the opportunity of developing in the ability
to use unscheduled or free time more effectively. Investi-
gation and research is continual in the attempt to find
ways of measuring and reporting pupil growth. School offi-
cials report that college entrance requirements do not
hinder the expansion of this unified arts or core activity.
Weaknesses evident in the experiment . — One difficult
phase of the program is the evaluation of grov/th. It has
been difficult to define the objectives of the course in
forms of pupil behavior and pupil growth toward maturity
for any given grade level. Pupil-teacher conferences have
been most valuable but are time-consuming and therefore
a limitation is placed on the length and number of indi-
vidual pupil-teacher meetings.
The Core-Curriculum Experiment
at
Colbert County High School, Leighton, Alabama
Introduction of the core to the school system .-- Plans
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called for the introduction of the core -curriculum plan in
grades seven and eight at some time during the school year
of 1947-48. Eventually, school officials expect to develop
a core plan for the senior high school levels. The success
of the experiment at the junior high school level undoubt-
edly will influence the rapidity of its introduction in
the upper secondary grades.
Scope of the plan at the junior high school level . --
The core experiment is to be compulsory for all students
enrolled in grades seven and eight. It is planned to
devote ninety minutes ’ daily to the new curriculum. Regu-
lar school subjects to be included in the core at both
grade levels are English, social studies, art, music, and
health
.
Number of teachers selected to teach core subjects .
—
Four teachers from a total school faculty of fourteen were
to be assigned to teach the core subjects at Leighton. No
special preparation or training to qualify the teachers for
their new teaching duties was indicated.
Criteria for evaluating the core and reporting pupil
progress . — No method of evaluation of the core activities
had been definitely established or, if so, was not reported.
Nor were any methods of reporting of pupil progress indi-
cated in the survey questionnaire which was completed.
Desirable outcomes or achievements . — It is apparent
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that many factors involved in initiating the core experi-
ment in grades seven and eight at Colbert County High School
had not been determined fully or were indefinite and there-
fore not reported. Definite decisions may rest with the
findings obtained as the experiment develops.
..
CHAPTER VI
CORE- CURRICULUM EXPERIMENTS
AT
GRADE NINE LEVEL
The Curriculum Experiment at Midwood High School,
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
Major goal of the core or experience curriculum . -
-
The all-important goal at Midwood High School is to pro-
vide a core or experience curriculum which will meet the
needs of students of the ninth grade level. The resource
units carry specific aims or objectives which were desir-
able and through which the one major goal might be
achieved
.
Inauguration of core or experience curriculum . --
Plans began in 1940 when the First Assistants Association
appointed a curriculum committee. At least six subject
fields were represented on this new committee. The com-
mittee came to the conclusion that radical changes in the
curriculum were necessary to meet the needs of the high
school students. This committee reported its findings
and also submitted a philosophy for an experience curric-
ulum. As a result, permission was granted for limited
-82-
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experimentation after personnel had been trained and pre-
pared for the new course work. The experiment was inau-
gurated at Midwood in September, 1944.
Training of teachers .-- In 1941, an in-service course
was given to all teachers of the high school. Educators
who were considered leaders in this field of experience
or core curriculum were among the lecturers in this teach-
er training course. A committee of teachers started the
development of resource units for the new curriculum course.
Many Midwood teachers, including all those who were
members of the curriculum committee, attended summer
workshops. In addition, guidance was received from educa-
tional consultants. As a result, a number of resource
units were developed.
Three teachers were selected to work with students
who were enrolled in the new curriculum course. The
teachers were from the special subject fields of English,
French, and mathematics. At the conclusion of the first
term, two of the teachers requested to be relieved of
teaching the core or experience curriculum. In subsequent
school terms, a social studies teacher with some experi-
ence in teaching English, and a biology teacher served as
core teachers.
The teacher stays with the core group for one school
year. The daily program of this teacher consists of four
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periods of core or experience curriculum, a home room
period, and one period of a regular school subject.
Scope of the course .-- Three grade nine groups were
scheduled for the experience curriculum for one year.
Pupils were assigned to these groups upon request of the
parents. The size of the core class ranges between thirty-
six and forty-two which is approximately the same as other
first year classes. It happened that the students who
selected the new course for the first term had an intelli-
gence quotient range of approximately 90-145. Of this
group of one hundred and twenty students, thirty had
intelligence quotients above 130. In subsequent school
terms, the range of IQ’s became greater and in one school
term was 78-140. Each experience curriculum pupil is
matched with a control and the results are being carefully
evaluated by Doctor Wrightstone. The results of the eval-
uation are not yet available.
Certain resource units were preplanned by the teachers
for pupil initiation to the procedure of selecting and
organizing units or areas of study. Some of these origin-
ally preplanned resource units were:
(1) Orientation to School
(2) My Allowance and My Budget
(3) My Family and My Friends
(4) Myself as a Citizen in War and in Peace
t.
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(5) My Health.
(6) My Career
An additional value of these resource units was that
they provided a starting point for classwork and tended
to give the beginning teacher added confidence. The first
unit is selected by the teacher. Units which follow are
selected by the pupils. The approximate procedure through
which units are selected is similar to the following steps
(1) as a homework assignment, pupils think over prob
lems in which they are interested and make a list of
suggestions
.
(2) the problems and interests are listed on the
board in the class.
(3) group discussion follows which provides for the
elimination of all but a few of the problems.
(4) pupils select criteria concerning problems and
list these criteria.
(5) pupils interested in the same problem meet as a
committee and select their chairman.
(6) the chairman speaks for his committee or group
and advances all the ideas which they have arrived at
concerning the problem.
(7) a note is taken after all ideas are listed and
everything has been done which will help the class to
arrive at a consensus of opinion. Through this approximat
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procedure, the following units were selected by a class:
(1) How to Make Friends
(2) The World of the Future
(3) The Weather
(4) Social Problems
(5) Presidential Elections
(6) Juvenile Delinguency
(7) American History
(8) How to Plan Time at Home
(9) Health
(10) Aviation
(ID Hobbies
The classes are conducted in methods similar to clubs
Minutes are read by secretaries daily; activity is accom-
plished cooperatively by the committee method, and the
agenda for the next meeting of the core classes are pre-
pared cooperatively in the classroom. Considerable
discussion activity is conducted as panels or forums.
Content of the core course or experience curriculum .
-
The pupils who are enrolled in the core course or experi-
ence curriculum have four periods or two double periods
daily plus a home room period with the same core teacher.
Subject matter essential to the core which might well be
taken up in the subject fields of English, civics, science
and art is taught or included in the double-periods. The
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pupils of grade nine have mathematics, health education,
and music.
Criteria for Evaluating the Core
Methods of evaluating and reporting pupil progress .--
The teacher administers no test of his own making and no
marks are given until the end of the school year. Pupils
evaluate their own written work and are continually en-
couraged to measure their growth or development in
comparison to their previous evaluation of their own work.
The teacher keeps an anecdoted record and a checking system
of the various individual errors in mechanics of reports
submitted by the pupil during the term. In addition, gen-
eral errors in judgment, incorrect statements and the like
are voted and recorded by the teacher. Teacher-pupil
conferences are held concerning the individual pupil's
growth or development during the year's course. Marks are
given by the teacher and recorded on the permanent pupil
record at the close of the year.
The teacher writes a letter to the parent in which
she makes comments concerning the following points of
evaluation of pupil growth:
(1) work habits
(2) knowledges and skills
(3) personal and social adjustment
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(4) shows initiative
(5) cooperates with classmates
(6) cooperates with school
Achievements or desirable outcomes .-- The results of
the evaluation of the experience curriculum or core course
at Midwood High School are not yet available. Originally,
about twenty percent of the total number of pupils of
grade nine were enrolled in the experience curriculum. At
present, approximately seven per cent of the grade take
part in the double-period experiment--a decline of approxi-
mately thirteen per cent. The school officials indicate
that college entrance requirements do not hinder the ex-
pansion of the core activities at Midwood High School.
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CHAPTER VII
STATE CORE -CURRICULUM PLANS
State of Virginia
First full-scale state core program .-- The first full
scale state core program was organized in the State of
Virginia and was organized under the leadership of Hollis
L. Caswell and Doak S. Campbell in 1931.
The basis for the organization was in terms of the
"Major Functions of Social Life". Eleven functions are
designated as the major functions of social living. They
are as follows:
(1) Protection and Conservation of Life, Property,
and Natural Resources.
(2) Production of Goods and Services and Distribu-
tion of the Returns of Production.
(3) Consumption of Goods and Services.
(4) Communication and Transportation of Goods and
People
.
(5) Recreation
(6) Expression of Aesthetic Impulses.
(7) Expression of Religious Impulses.
(8) Education
-89-

(9)
Extension of Freedom.
(10) Integration of the Individual.
(11) Exploration
States of Arkansas, Mississippi
,
and Tennessee
Other state core programs .-- Under the leadership of
Caswell and Campbell, other state core plans were organ-
ized in Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee. The Missis
sippi plan was organized around nine "Major Phases of Life
which are as follows:
(1) Protecting Life and Health
(2) Making a Home
(3) Conserving and Improving Material Conditions
(4) Cooperating in Social and Civic Action
(5) Getting a Living
(6) Securing an Education
(7) Expressing Religious Impulses
(8) Expressing Aesthetic Impulses
(9) Engaging in Recreation
State of Alabama
The Alabama core-curriculum plan .-- The scope of the
core- curriculum plan includes grades seven through twelve
and is stated in terms of suggested units as follows:
Grade seven
(1) Planning the Year's Work
• 1
-
.
”
-
I
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(2) Good Things to Eat
(3) Earning a Living in Our Community
(4) Using a Radio Receiving Set
(5) Giving an Entertainment
(6) Learning to Live Safely
Grade eight
(1) Planning the Year's Work
(2) What Useful Things Can We Make?
(3) Understanding the Community--the Forests
(4) A Recreational Project
(5) What Makes Values in Goods?
(6) Can We Prepare a History of Our Community?
(7) Leatning Our Community
Grade nine
(1) Planning the Year's Work
(2) What We Must Consider in Building a House
(3) What Do We Consider in Furnishing a House?
(4) Giving a Musical Program
(5) What Should We Know About Motion Pictures?
(6) Using the Telephone
(7) Using Newspapers and Magazines
(8) What Are the Services of State Officers and
Their Employees?
(9) What Are the Services of County Officers and
Their Employees?
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(10) What Are the Effects of the Federal Constitution
Upon Us?
(11) Planning for the Summer
High school
Units for this level are built around "Five Areas of
Living." These areas are:
(1) Home Lif e
(2) Recreation
(3) Production and Consumption
(4) Transportation and Communication
(5) Citizenship
A suggestive time allotment for the core-curriculum
is offered in Curriculum Bulletin Humber 7 of the Alabama
Curriculum Development Program. It is as follows
:
grade seven, 3 to 4 periods of 40-45 minutes
grade eight, 3 to 4 periods of 40-45 minutes
grade nine, 2 to 3 periods of 40-45 minutes
grade ten, 2 to 3 periods of 40-45 minutes
grade eleven, 1 to 2 periods of 40-45 minutes
grade twelve, 1 to 2 periods of 40-45 minutes
If all recreational activities are included as a part
of the core program, the time for the core will be in-
creased. If a part of these activities is outside the
core, time will be provided accordingly.
It is suggested in the state bulletin that the core
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curriculum period diminish in length, and the time devoted
to special interests increase, as the pupils approach the
grade twelve level.
The general eifect of state-wide core programs .— The
effect appears to have been as follows:
Elementary school--There have been but few obstacles
to instituting the core program in the elementary schools.
The elementary school program is more flexible and adjust-
able to changing procedures than is the secondary school.
High school--Many obstacles have hindered the develop-
ment of the core in the high schools. The greatest obstacle
is the change required to shift over from the customary
high school courses to a core type program. Evidences of
changing procedures in the high schools brought about
through the core idea are
:
(1) more pupil participation in planning school
activities
.
(2) greater flexibility of school program.
(3) more realistic means of appraisal of pupil pro-
gress and results of teaching.
(4) more cooperative planning on the part of principal
and teachers.
The state organizational plans for the core curriculum
are not intended to be adhered to rigidly, but to serve as
a suggested guide.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY DATA CONCERNING THE CORE-CURRICULUM PLANS
Conclusions
Significant data concerning core programs .— Most
administrators of scnools in which a core-curriculum plan i
operative realize fully that this relatively new type of
school program is an experiment which, to date, has little
scientific evaluation data to support any claims or com-
parisons relating to the educative growth of the students
who have participated in the experimental plan.
No outstanding core-curriculum plan has been conduct-
ed in the secondary schools of New England, and few, if
any, in the Pacific Coast states.
The grade level in which the experiment with the core
plan was located most frequently was grade nine. Approxi-
mately 11 per cent of the secondary schools off ering the
core-curriculum experimented with this grade. The grade
level second in freauency was grade seven. Sixty-one per
cent of the schools having core established the core plan
in grade seven. A further deduction which can be made
from Table 1 is that extremely few of the secondary schools
require all pupils to take core in each grade from seven
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through grade twelve.
TABLE I
Table 1. Grades Included in the Core- Curriculum Plan in
the Various Secondary Schools
Grade Levels
Secondary School
7 g 9 10 11 12
~TTT (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) iJ)Edwin Denby High, Detroit, Mich. X X
Simons Jr. High, Aberdeen, S.D. X
Roosevelt Jr. High, Aberdeen, S.D. X
Midwood High, Brooklyn, N.Y. X
University School, (Ohio State) X X X X X X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee X X X X
New School, Evanston, 111. X X X X
Central High, Florence, Ala. X X X X X X
Harford County, Maryland X X X
Wells High School, Chicago X X X X
Univ. High School (Univ. of Chicago) X X
Wilson Public School, Wilson, Ark. X X X
East Gadsden, Alabama X X X
Colbert County High, Leighton, Ala. X X
In Table 2, it is significant that seventy-eight per
cent of the schools offering core at a particular grade
level required that all pupils participate who vere enroll-
ed in the grade.
In one instance, it was reported that World War II
forced a decline in the amount of time allotted to the
program and also in the number of students selected for the
experiment.
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Also, only one secondary school conducted the core
curriculum for a number of students comprising less than
97
twenty-five per cent of the grade enrolment.
A comparison of the amount of time allotted to the
core curriculum (refer to Table 3) at any given grade level
illustrates clearly that there is a total lack of agree-
ment between schools on the question of proper time allow-
ances. Forty minutes per day was the minimum amount of
time given to core studies in any school and 210 minutes
was the maximum amount reported. These factors offer
further indication that the core curriculum is still in
the experimental stage of development.
The methods most used to prepare teachers for core
experiment were the on-the-job training plan and the in-
service course. (refer to Table 4)
Three schools reported that only one member of the
faculty devoted full time to the teaching of core activi-
ties. (refer to Table 4) One school indicated that as
many as fifty-four faculty members taught some phases of
core studies. A few school administrators complained
about the lack of teachers qualified to conduct core
activities. Teacher-training, specifically for the
teaching of core activities, is perhaps necessary before
the value of the experiment can be measured more accurately.
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The greatest drawback to the achievement of greater success
with the core curriculum to date appears to have been the
lack of teachers specifically trained for this newer type
of educational program.
Only one school reported a supervisor of core on the
school staff. The relative infancy of the core-curriculum
experiment, plus the scarcity of persons qualified as
supervisors, may be the reasons that additional schools
have not added supervisors of core.
The school subjects most frequently included in the
core curriculum are English and social studies. Most other
subjects included were dependent upon the factor of grade
level of the core. It is significant that mathematics in
no instance was eliminated from the school program but was
retained as a separate subject either required or elective,
(refer to Table 5)
The replies which were received from the schools ex-
perimenting with the core indicated that most schools had
resource units previously organized which were to form the
basis for the development of teaching units. Many had the
actual teaching units planned in advance. A disadvantage
to this latter plan is that it tends to e stablish a definite
teaching pattern which must detract from the purpose of the
core-activity type of program. Pupil initiative is likely
to be destroyed and democratic action hindered considerably.
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Many schools claimed that the units of activity were
entirely pupil initiated. It appears to be reasonable to
assume in these cases that pupils have been given a degree
of freedom in planning the unitary activities but that
some fundamental resource unit material was available and,
in addition, it is likely that the teacher who guided the
planning may have contributed to the formation of the unit.
These latter statements are not completely substantiated
or discredited by the data reported. (refer to Table 6)
Evaluation Criteria
Methods of evaluation .-- Evaluation plans at best
have never proven satisfactory or scientifically exact in
reporting pupil progress in the separate subject fields.
It is reasonable to believe that evaluation of pupil growth
through core activities is more subjective and therefore
less accurate in measure. There seems little doubt con-
cerning the value of developing students in their abilities
to participate in democratic planning and action with a
higher degree of ability and interest.
Many methods of evaluation are used (refer to Table 7)
but no method has solved the problem or become universally
accepted as an accurate measure of the intellectual growth
of pupils. To define pupil behavior and pupil growth in
terms of course objectives is extremely difficult and
subjective at best.
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Preparation for Citizenship
Central themes of core-curriculum plans .— The advocates
of the core plan are aware that public education is not meet-
ing the needs of youth in one great area of learning. This
important area is the education and training of students for
good citizenship, which includes the preparation of youth for
more active and effective participation in democratic action,
the acquiring of better knowledges and understandings concern-
ing the problems connected with living in a democracy, and the
development of the desire in students to contribute intelli-
gently to the solution of social, civic, and economic problems.
The educators who have established the core curriculum are ex-
perimenting in an attempt to find a means of overcoming the
shortcomings of the standard curriculum in the field of citi-
zenship training.
The goals of every core plan, as evidenced by the central
themes of their core organizations (refer to Table 8) clearly
indicate that definite attempts are made to organize those
areas of educational activity through which better citizen-
ship qualities may be developed in the students who partici-
pate .
The core curriculum has had some degree of success in
developing better citizenship qualities within students.
When teachers and supervisors are available who are trained
in the teaching of core activities, and when more accurate
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evaluation measures are developed, the success of the core-
curriculum plan in meeting the needs of youth can be more
closely estimated. The experiments are continuing and an
increasing number of schools may be expected to adopt a core
plan of curriculum organization. It is through experimenta-
tion and evaluation of the results obtained that educational
plans evolve and develop. These core plans may become more
numerous if the evaluation of pupil attainment is proven more
conclusively.
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